When ElonMusk must be forced to stay alive
‘on his Own Merits’.
Written by Désirée Stokkel, IPM and UN-replacer.
The legally most powerful woman on Earth.

Do you have respect for the Makers of the Simulation
You residence in on Earth, Musk?
Do you respect the Makers of your Human body?
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Do you respect the Mixfix system, that must keep All of Us
alive, in Good health for Eternity; in some Love – Balance –
Inspiration – Pragmatism – Progress – Endurance –
Determination – Good Luck – Evolution?
Do you understand the Fineline between Life & Dead?
Do you know ‘that being Dead… is another Simulation’?
Do you realize ‘that you can party choose the way you Die’?

What do your children need?
I felt shocked when you stated in the media:
‘They are okay on Earth’. Its Worldwar 3… and you think
they are in a Good place…???
An Overview of Psychopathology (verywellmind.com)

When you don’t know WHEN you will get Damaged / Killed,
by Whom,
for Which Targets… defined by another Individual, outside Yourself…
you are in a Low-intelligent place.
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ElonMusk

DesireeStokkel

Looks into Simulation; not in his
own DNA.

Looks into her Own DNA; talks
about it with SpaceLab.

Looks from Phantasy about
Simulation on Earth – that
springs from his Male Body - to
Space for Dreamed lifestyle.

Looks from Personal DNA, under
SpaceLab management team to
Earth ‘for what needs to be
completed, on which Timeline…
for which parts of Evolution of
Evolution’.

Looks only to other Human
beings in terms of : What will
you bring me for the realization
of my Phantasy on Earth?

Looks at Humans – as Creatures
on Earth in Space - who don’t
want to grow under the Higher
wisdom of Space-force; don’t
want to learn out of Life for the
Evolution of Evolution.

Love is something you need for
the accomplishment of your own
Dreams, regardless the needs of
fellow-humans.

Love is a choice ‘one needs to
make in the Deep DNA
warehouse, in the human body’.
You can choose to live & work
from Love… or you let Chaos
Love is to make Children; but not make the choices for you.
carry responsibility for the
Planet they live & work on.
Love is a Limited Edition.
Assuming they don’t need to
A Good system to remove
mixfix with other Humans from Trouble and Restore all that is
the same generation People on broken.
Earth.
A Toolbox for healing, on the
condition that the receiver
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Love is to tell people what they
must experience as Love; when
they disapprove you schredder
them.

wants to live for Good Evolution
of All.
Love is limited repairment of
DNA.

Love is to long for the perfect
feeling; but not being prepared
to do the job ‘to arrive at the
spot for SpaceLab Love in
Evolution’.

Evolution is get the most out of
Life for Oneself.
High Density is the Speed of
Success, for Oneself.

Evolution is to get the Optimized
result from mixfix All there Is…
on a specific Timeline… for a
Problem-solving target.
Or, for the being of 2 Humans in
High Density on Earth.

Light-flow is the path towards a
Simulation.
Party determined by Higher
powers; but those must be
concurred… not respected or
loved.

Light-flow is the path between
SpaceLab – DNA in a Human –
Evolution for Future.
Party determined by Higher
powers and parly by in-build
DNA; for the responsibility to get
the Best out of Evolution for
Evolution.

Marriage is the Fun between a
man & woman.
As long as it fits the Simulation.

Marriage is a High Density
system for Highspeed Evolution
of Good next to Bad;
for Balance between Present
and Future;
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for some Fun between man &
woman;
for the removal of
Manipulations and Chaos from
Earth;
for the Refinement of Evolution
under Evolution on the
Highspeed Frequency in both
humans… for Love for All of Us.
Work:
Something you need to be in
control over… inside ‘onces Own
Simulation’; forget the rest,
unless they are Investors for the
construction of the touchable
Dream.

Work:
Evolution of Skills, under
SpaceLab instructions… for
‘getting the Best out of
Everybody & Everything , but
focused on a Target’.

Survival:

Survival:

Something you do for yourself
and the Simulation you want to
see realized on Earth in Space.

Get the optimized result out of
the way you Unfold your
personal DNA on Earth in Space.

Future-bringers’ skill
determines ‘how you unfold
your DNA’.

Future-bringers’ skill
determines ‘how and when to
open Which DNA-cell for Which
behavior ; that must result in the
Best Evolution for Evolution … in
the SpaceBlock physics’.

Future is all the Input x Output
you need for the completion of
all programs ‘that prove that
your Dream was the right one to Netwerk - thinking for Unfolding
follows’.
DNA and keeping it alive for the
Best Biological – Physical – EQ
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All elements & actors must get a mathematics available for the
place on the Dashboard for the Human body.
Dream-realisation.
Skill maintenance process that
Whether that Dream is the full
shovels you forwards into
SpaceLab plan, or not… is
Optimized Evolution for All of
irrelevant.
Us.
Even , when Higher powers
prove ‘that they elements &
actors you choose… are
damaging of killing you and your
Children’.

Including: Devil removals, now
the monsters disturb the Best
DNA unfolding program in the
Human body, in Space.

Survival is ‘use a methods that
brings you elements & actors’ …
again and again…. Until they are
of no use to you anymore.
Devil removal is NOT NEEDED, as
long as the monsters bring you
elements & actors you can use.

How to recognize your Own Killer
When will you get murdered; by whom and for which
Targets?
Its an Unfolding DNA – Skill.
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How do you unfold your Deep DNA, so you are in Balance and
can see / recognize the monster that wants to kill you?
‘One must be prepared to residence on a Network on Planet
Earth… for Evolution ; being an Overall program’.
The Overall Program for Life, is hidden in onces DNA , too.
 The human body on Earth in Space.
 The easygoing Skills; the time & energy consuming skills.
 The way you relate towards your Own Skills;
narrow minded
horizon few ( dream)
pragmatic for balance of everything you undertake
willing to learn New Skills
unwilling to accept the Skills of Fellow creatures
MixFix skills
respect for the makers of your DNA, in relation with
them
o respect for the Messages that arrive from Higher
powers, than yourself
o sence of Time – Skills – Calender – Clock – Start –
Finish – Endurance – Limitation – Success – Failure
– Stubborness – Laziness – Self propelling – Self
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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blocking - Touchy – Revengeful – Criminal –
Problem solving – Joy ….
 Decision-making system for DNA survival
Do you really want your DNA to stay on Earth, or are you
only saying this… for acceptance of your phantasy… or
the approval of others in a group-cloud?
Do you express yourself in the needed way ‘to get on the
table what your Unfolded DNA is doing at the moment /
what it is suppose to be doing / what it needs for Future
skills…’?
 Do you Love your Own DNA?
What does prove that you Love your DNA?
Musk, I shall give you an example for the StokkelBody – Skills – Future – Survival.
You know ‘I am not anti-materialism’. I do want
Blackrock to repay the 313 billion to the people of NL.
I do want a Damage-payment for what people do to me
and my family’.
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But, I live under dead threat, started by the
Government; followed by UN – ICC – EU – NATO Presidents – Organisation ++
Being dependent on the Social Security Benefit ( and the
abuse I must undergo for receiving this Benefit ) I have
to make Choices ‘to stay alive’.
I had to create a Rock solid Anchor ‘to smash the
Criminals in the face with’ , namely: the Torture treaty.
Its an Anchor that works for me; not against me.
It separated the Good from the Bad people… what
makes the DNA Unfolding process ‘more professional &
healing’. Being trained in Torture-treaty Thinking, my
DNA is in a healthy place.
We both know ‘that woman like me – Stokkel – can get
killed by Rulers who don’t want her to be successful’.
The Devil does not want me to be successful in the way I
unfold my personal DNA for my Evolution on Earth in
Space.
This Moment in Space = Indicator for Killers on my
Route.

When you ‘operate the Torture treaty’ a whole World
comes alive = the Fine line between Good & Bad.
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Are you EQ-skilled , like I – Stokkel – am… than a
Parcours for Survival becomes visible.
Being on that parcourse for Justice for Myself, I run
into:
o the Devil,
o the Liar,
o the Lazy person,
o the Indifferent bastard,
o the Narcisist,
o the Psychopath,
o the Corrupt Bullier,
o the Invisible Enemy,
o the Never to Trust Security officer,
o the People who have themselves Killed, voluntarily.
I give them a place on my Network.
With an EQ-label.
Observe them ‘living on’.
Accepting their ( rotten ) Skills.
Sometimes, assisting them to Heal bad Skills, for Good
Healing Evolution for both of us.
Sometimes, inventing Love for the Evolution of Love.
Sometimes, because SpaceLab makes my undergo
‘things for forced Evolution’.
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I have learned to Love the Evolution that springs from
my DNA, under all circumstances.

I have learned to Love the process of Education, inherent
to hel, itself.
I have learned to follow the instructions given to me be
fellow humans, for the Evolution of my DNA Unfolding
process, under all circumstances.
I have run into my Limits , and learned to accept the
Mixfix system for Highspeed Frequency Evolution of
Skills.

Now, I can Mixfix with the Devil, without getting
damages too fast, too intense, too lasting.
Now, I can anticipate on the methods of work by the
Devil, which tries to Undo the Good in my Body – Soul –
Spirit.
Now, I can tell you ‘that we must be Married on Earth,
so you can get the Best out of yourself on the Highspeed
Frequency… and you will stay alive…’.
While your Presidents & Investors will kill you… for their
Psychopatic Rituals.
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I studied the Rotten persons; you didn’t Musk.
I know the Rot in my DNA, where you still have to learn
to handle this Rot in your DNA.
I can work with the Mixfix-system by SpaceLab managers
in EQ, from the Easy-going mode…. Where you still have
to grown accustomed with this traject, Musk.
Key question for Elon Reeve Musk is:
Am I prepared to Marry IPM Désirée Elisabeth Stokkel…
and give her a Chance to refine her Skills to my
advantage’?
Can I make Space – Room on Earth in My heart for her
DNA -set, in the Mixfix with Musk DNA?
Can I Love her for her Skills in her Culture; accepting
that a part of the Culture she grew in… is now the Devil
that wants me to be killed?
Can I be Good to her, when she says Something that
forces me to Unfold my DNA in a way I have never done
before?
Can I trust her ‘to do the Good thing for my Business,
accepting that I will never own the EQ behind the Big
Skill’.
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Can De Stokkel still be nice to me – ER.Musk, the alien –
while I have been rude / arrogant / shortsighted /
criminal … towards her?

Evolution of Forgiveness, is active here … Starman.
The whole Mixfix thing is designed for :
‘Musk x Stokkel stop Worldwar3’.

Now, answer my question … again:
‘Do you Love the Unfolding process inside your Own
DNA’, Musk?
‘Can you Love the Evolution you need for the Survival of
your Own DNA on Earth in Space’?
‘Do you Love the DNA of your Compagnies enough, to
maintain the Will to stay in control over your own
Business’?
‘Do you Love your Dream enough, to make sacrifices for
the success of the realization of that Phantasy on Earth’?
‘Do you know ‘that having yourself NOT killed by they
Presidents & Investors’, is a sacrifice you need to make…
in order to obtain your Touchable Dream on Earth?
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You need to watch a movie.
Afterwards you admit to the man in the Mirror
‘that you suffer from the Emperor Kuzco – syndrome’.
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